
Sample Page Layouts 

for PAU sites built in Wix using the Institute for Global 

Mental Health template. 
 

 

These sample pages are part of the Web Style Guide that accompanies the site. 

The Style Guide is online at: http://www.igmh.paloaltou.edu/#!web-style-guide/myf0h  
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This  page shows the text styles used throughout the site. 

See the Web Style Guidelines, Fonts and Colors page, for details. 
 

Page Title 

Large Heading 

Small Heading 

All Body Text: 

Paragraph 2 

Basic Heading 

Callout: 

Small Heading 

Citation: Paragraph 3 

Basic Heading 

Basic Heading 

Buttons: Small Heading 

Paragraph 2 

Form Field Labels: Paragraph 3 Paragraph 3 

http://www.igmh.paloaltou.edu/#!fonts-and-colors/ekeu7


This page consists of a Heading and Introductory paragraph followed by a Wix "List." 

 

The list type is "Our Services." 

This list type does not crop images. 

This list type is also used in the site on 

  IGMH Partner Organizations 

  Other Institute for Global Mental Health Organizations 
 

 
  



 

 

  

This list is the "Latest 

News" List Type. 

 

This list type does crop 

images. 

 
 



 

  

This page features a Wix 

"Grid Gallery." 

 

Images do crop, and 

they are set to "Auto 

Crop" so that they are 

all uniform size. 

 

Names and titles are 

inserted in the Gallery 

manager as Title and Alt 

Text. Each image links to 

the person's PAU 

website Faculty page. 

 

Sort order is alpha by 

last name (done 

manually in image 

editor), except Bill 

Froming who is first, as 

Director. 

 

Note that Karen 

Froming's credentials 

are cut off. There is no 

way around this except 

to make all the text very 

tiny 

 



 

  

This page is the Wix List called "Our Team." 

 

This list does crop images. 

 

See the Web Style Guide page for tips on 

images. 
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This page is the Wix List called "Top Stories." 
 

This list both crops and stretches images. See the Web Style Guide page for tips on images. 

 

This list type is also used on the Training, Intervention and Presentations pages. 
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This page is the Wix List called "Meet The Board." 
 

This list crops images to square. Horizontal images where the main subject is in the center 

third of the photo should work okay. 

See the Web Style Guide page for tips on images. 

 

 This list type is also used on the Training, Intervention and Presentations pages.
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This page also uses the "Meet The Board" list type with no images. 
 

However, there are actually two "Meet the Board" lists placed side by side to create double 

columns. 

 

This was done for layout purposes, to avoid having to lay out five separate text boxes.  Until 

and unless a new template becomes available for double column pages or lists, two-column 

 layouts are not recommended.
 

 

 

 

 
 


